
Conditions of Entry 
 
Persons applying to enter the Summer Festival of Bridge should be aware of the following: 
1. The Sponsoring Organisation for the Summer Festival of Bridge is the Australian Bridge 
Federation Incorporated (ABF). 
2. The Sponsoring Organisation reserves the right to refuse admission to any entry which 
includes a player who does not qualify under the Conditions of Contest or who is not in good 
standing with any registered bridge club, bridge association or the Sponsoring Organisation. 
3. Subject always to the above, the following conditions will apply to the National Seniors’ 
Teams, National Women’s Teams and the South-West Pacific Teams: 
(a) No entry will be regarded as complete unless an entry form has been submitted and 
entry fees paid for each player. 
(b) Entries will be processed in order of receipt of complete entry forms. 
(c) The closing date for entries is 10/1/2007 and any entry not complete by that date will not 
be considered unless there is still room available in the field. 
(d) The ABF in its absolute discretion may reserve places in the field for teams that might be 
considered to have the capacity to represent Australia in international events. 
(e) The ABF in its absolute discretion may reserve places at either venue for overseas 
teams, disabled players and players involved in the conduct of the tournament. 
4. As soon as reasonably possible after any application for entry has been declined, the 
entrant will be notified of that fact and the entry fee returned. In these circumstances the 
decision of the ABF must be final and no correspondence or debate shall be entered into. 
5. Australian resident players must be current financial members of the ABF Masterpoint 
Scheme. 
6. Players in events restricted by masterpoints must be qualified as at 30/9/2006 and players 
eligible to represent an NBO other than Australia may not enter these events. 
7. All session times in this brochure are provisional and may be altered by the organizers as 
necessary to ensure the smooth running of the event. 
8. Mobile phones and other means of electronic communication must be switched off whilst 
in the playing area. 

Youth Discount 
Players born after 31/12/1981 receive a 50% rebate on their entry fees to 

all events at the Summer Festival.   
Send a photocopy of your proof of age document with your entry form and 

deduct the rebate from the total fee payable. 
 
 

 
Convener: Sean Mullamphy 
Senior Festival Secretary: Frances Adams 
Chief Scorer: Martin Willcox 
Tournament Committee Chair: Eric Ramshaw 
Appeals Committee Chair: Eric Ramshaw 
Senior Tournament Directors: Arie Geursen & Laurie Kelso 
Senior Recorder: Brian O'Hara 
Bulletin Editor: Alan Taylor 
 
 
 
 
 
 


